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AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES

The all-new Indian Challenger is the ultimate combination of 
performance, comfort and technology. Dominating passing power 

from an all-new liquid-cooled V-twin engine. All-day comfort from a 
chassis-mounted fairing and power adjustable windscreen for class-
leading wind protection. Next-level riding experience with our Smart 

Lean Technology and new Ride Command system with real-time 
traffic and weather. All wrapped in distinctive, aggressive styling.  

Indian Challenger redefines the American motorcycle.
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INDIAN CHALLENGER INDIAN CHALLENGER DARK HORSE INDIAN CHALLENGER LIMITED
Fixed Fairing w/ Power Adjustable Windscreen

Full LED Lighting 

Premium 100-Watt Audio System

Waterproof Storage

-

-

-

-

Ride Command System w/ Traffic and Weather Overlays

Blacked-Out Finishes

Confidence Inspiring Smart Lean Technology w/ Traction Control and ABS

Premium 100-Watt Audio w/ 6 1/2 In. Speakers

-

-

-

-

Ride Command System w/ Traffic and Weather Overlays

Premium Chrome Finishes

Paint Matched Saddlebag Close-Outs

Confidence Inspiring Smart Lean Technology w/ Traction Control and ABS 

Premium 100-Watt Audio w/ 6 1/2 In. Speakers

-

-

-

-

-

Our all-new liquid-cooled PowerPlus V-twin is the most 
powerful engine in its class. With overhead camshafts and  
four valves per cylinder delivering a blistering 122hp and  
128 ft-lbs of torque, it redefines ultimate bagger performance. 54



ROGUE
COLLECTION

You already have the motorcycle that will turn heads. You value 

craftsmanship with a premium finish. Let Indian Motorcycle 

Authentic Accessories bring your Indian Challenger to the next 

level by adding items from our Rogue Collection. Featuring 

premium matte and gloss black finishes with style and sound that 

will make your spot at the head of the pack uncompromised.
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This Mid Rise Handlebar infuses your bike with attitude and aggressive 
custom style. It also provides you with a comfortable reach to the handgrips 
and controls, letting you stretch your arms and enjoy long-riding comfort. 
The gloss black finish makes it an ideal choice for a bike with blacked-out 
components. Dealer installation recommended.

STAGE 1 OVAL SLIP-ON MUFFLER KIT
This Stage 1 Oval Slip-On Muffler Kit combines innovative construction techniques with advanced 
engineering to infuse your bike with custom style and deliver a powerful, throaty exhaust note. 
The body of the muffler is hydro-formed into a complex geometry that gives your muffler a unique, 
appealing look. The muffler tip is cast into a distinctive oval shape that’s used exclusively on this 
muffler. The rich sound and distinct style make this a one-of-a-kind, must-have muffler kit.

2884187-266 1  Black $999.99  

11 IN. CURVED WINDSHIELD
This 11 In. Curved Windshield adds custom style and outstanding 
front-end wind and weather protection. This windshield extends 
laterally to better direct airflow around the riders. The curved top 
edge deflects air over the riders. It has a slight tint, and sculpted 
styling that enhances the bike’s look.

2883706-02 Tinted $229.99 

MID RISE HANDLEBAR*

2884575-266 Gloss Black $409.99 

FRONT HIGHWAY BARS
These Front Highway Bars add style, comfort, and protection to your bike. 
Front Highway Bars can be equipped with accessories such as Infinite 
Highway Pegs (2879572-156, -266), sold separately, for enhanced riding 
comfort and also offer protection in the event of a stationary tip-over as they 
make initial contact with the ground and help protect bodywork and other 
surfaces. Chrome comes standard on Indian Challenger Limited.
2884177-266 Gloss Black $409.99

This kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Please see inside back cover for further information.
This kit meets EPA emission limits. Not legal for sale or use on non-competition pollution controlled vehicles in California. Tampering with emission-related parts can lead to substantial regulatory penalties. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

1

ROGUE COLLECTION

* Handlebar heights are regulated by state and local laws. Accessory handlebars may not be legal in all areas or for all riders. Check state and local regulations. Follow all installation instructions to ensure that the handlebars are securely in place and are appropriate for rider size, control, and visibility.
2

POWERPLUS STAGE 1 AIR INTAKE
This PowerPlus Stage 1 Air Intake adds custom style to your bike and a deeper intake sound that 
complements the rich and throaty exhaust note that comes from the Stage 1 Oval Slip-On Muffler 
Kit (2884187-156, -266), sold separately. The filter media also reliably filters intake airflow to trap 
contaminants. This intake has a stylish scooped design and a premium chrome and painted finish. 
2884461-266 is approved for use in California. California certification available early 2020.

2884461-266 1  Black (50 state) $399.99  
2883737-266 2  Black (49 state) $399.99  
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TOUR
COLLECTION

When it comes to riding your Indian Challenger, you expect to 

go far. You’ll reach state lines with ease and in comfort. You’ll 

stop for less and enjoy the ride more. Let Indian Motorcycle 

Authentic Accessories get you where you want to be by 

choosing items from the Tour Collection. This collection 

features accessories you and your passenger will want to 

make the ultimate motorcycle trip in comfort and technology.
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16 IN. MID WINDSHIELD
This 16 In. Mid Windshield is taller than the standard 
windshield, and it provides wind and weather protection 
that will help riders stay fresher and ride longer. This tinted, 
mid-height windshield will make riding more comfortable in 
windy, rainy, and chilly riding conditions.

2883708-02 Tinted $229.99 

INFINITE HIGHWAY PEGS
Stretch out and enjoy the open road from the seat of your Indian 
Motorcycle with a set of Infinite Highway Pegs, providing comfortable 
perches for your feet. These highway pegs let you customize the 
ergonomics of your Indian Motorcycle because they can be attached 
wherever you wish on the front highway bars (2884177-156, -266), 
may be sold separately. Front highway bars are standard on Indian 
Challenger Limited.
2879572-156 Chrome $309.99 

EXTENDED REACH SEAT
This Extended Reach Seat customizes your bike’s ergonomics to provide a 
stretched-out, comfortable reach to the upper controls and the floorboards. 
This seat repositions the rider 2 In. farther back and about 1 In. higher, which 
provides the fullest possible leg extension for long-riding comfort.
2883869-VBA  Black Vinyl $409.99 

PASSENGER BACKREST PAD
This Passenger Backrest Pad provides a passenger with comfort and 
support mile after mile, and its new, more modern design enhances the 
bike’s style. It is narrower to provide a passenger with a comfortable, 
more-reclined seating position, and it features firm yet cushioned interior 
padding. Its material coordinates with the seats for integrated style. It 
comes with mounting hardware and installs on the Quick Release Universal 
Passenger Sissy Bar (2884186-156 , -266), required; sold separately.
2883728-VBA Black Vinyl $259.99

2884186-156 12 In. Chrome $449.99 

Requires Passenger Backrest Pad (2883728-VBA), sold separately. 

QUICK RELEASE UNIVERSAL PASSENGER SISSY BAR

POWERBAND AUDIO PLUS
Upgrade your bike to PowerBand Audio Plus with the 6 1/2 In. 
Amplified Fairing Speaker Kit + 6 1/2 In. Amplified Saddlebag 
Speaker Kit. Upgraded Fairing and Saddlebag Audio that is 50% 
louder than standard audio. 9 band equalizer. Pre-tuned settings. 
Integrated with Ride Command. No additional amp required. 
Additional parts required.

TOUR COLLECTION

STANDARD PASSENGER FLOORBOARDS
Direct replacement for the stock foot pegs. Mounts securely on the 
Adjustable Passenger Floorboard Mounts (2880288), sold separately.
Features a strong metal base and a grooved rubber top that provides a 
passenger’s feet with a comfortable foothold.
2880293 Chrome $184.99 
2880288 Mount $104.99 

PINNACLE HEEL SHIFTER
This heel shifter gives you the convenience and comfort of heel 
up-shifts and toe down-shifts. 
2880103-463 Matte Black $154.99 

See page 24-25 for details.

ROGUE RIDER BACKREST PAD
Enjoy enhanced comfort as you drive with the cushioned support 
provided by this backrest pad. It’s covered with all-weather vinyl, 
so it adds to your bike’s great look. Requires Rider Backrest Mount 
(2884178), sold separately.

2879542-VBA  Black Vinyl $389.99 
2884178 Backrest Mount $154.99 
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Choose between 4 different mounting screw hole locations to 
position the exhaust tips to suit your style. Requires Stage 1 
Exhaust (2879769-156, -266), sold separately.

Most visible from the road. Made of billet aluminum. Requires 
Stage 1 Exhaust (2879769-156, -266), sold separately. 

GROOVED EXHAUST TIPS

2880799-156 Chrome $309.99 
2880799-266 Matte Black $309.99 

STRAIGHT EXHAUST TIPS
Machined billet aluminum with the largest inner-diameter giving 
these straight tips the deepest sound. Requires Stage 1 Exhaust 
(2879769-156, -266), sold separately. 
2880671-156 Chrome $259.99 
2880671-266 Matte Black $259.99 

STAGE 1 OVAL SLIP-ON MUFFLER KIT
This Stage 1 Oval Slip-On Muffler Kit combines innovative construction techniques with advanced 
engineering to infuse your bike with custom style and deliver a powerful, throaty exhaust note. 
The body of the muffler is hydro-formed into a complex geometry that gives your muffler a unique, 
appealing look. The muffler tip is cast into a distinctive oval shape that’s used exclusively on this 
muffler. The rich sound and distinct style make this a one-of-a-kind, must-have muffler kit.

2884187-156 1  Chrome $999.99  
2884187-266 1  Black $999.99  

SIX SHOOTER EXHAUST TIPS

2879530-156 Chrome $309.99 
2879530-266 Matte Black $309.99 

POWERPLUS STAGE 1 AIR INTAKE
This PowerPlus Stage 1 Air Intake adds custom style to your bike and a 
deeper intake sound that complements the rich and throaty exhaust note 
that comes from the Stage 1 Oval Slip-On Muffler Kit (2884187-156, -266), 
sold separately. The filter media also reliably filters intake airflow to trap 
contaminants. This intake has a stylish scooped design and a premium 
chrome and painted finish. 2884461-266 is approved for use in California. 
California certification available early 2020.

2884461-266 1  Black (50 state) $399.99  
2883737-266 2  Black (49 state) $399.99  

Requires exhaust tips (see page 15 for options), sold separately. 

THUNDER STROKE STAGE 1 SLIP-ON EXHAUST KIT

2879769-156 1  Chrome $699.99 
2879769-266 1  Matte Black $699.99 

This kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Please see inside back cover for further information.1

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

This kit meets EPA emission limits. Not legal for sale or use on non-competition pollution controlled vehicles in California. Tampering with emission-related parts 
can lead to substantial regulatory penalties. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

2
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2884186-156 12 In. Chrome  $449.99 
2884186-266 12 In. Gloss Black $449.99 

DELUXE SADDLEBAG TRAVEL BAGS
This pair of travel bags provide premium style along with 
convenience and efficient cargo handling. They feature durable 
construction including reliable zipper closures, genuine leather 
reinforcements and Indian Motorcycle branding.
2880294 Black $154.99 

EXTENDED REACH SEAT
This Extended Reach Seat customizes your bike’s ergonomics to provide a 
stretched-out, comfortable reach to the upper controls and the floorboards. 
This seat repositions the rider 2 In. farther back and about 1 In. higher, which 
provides the fullest possible leg extension for long-riding comfort.
2883869-VBA  Black Vinyl $409.99 

SISSY BAR LUGGAGE RACK
This luggage rack provides riders with a remote, yet 
convenient place to securely attach cargo, and it 
complements saddlebag storage for longer trips when riders 
want to carry extra gear. Requires Quick Release Universal 
Passenger Sissy Bar (2884186-156, -266), sold separately.
2880955-156 Chrome $259.99 
2880955-266 Gloss Black $259.99 

ROGUE RIDER BACKREST PAD
Enjoy enhanced comfort as you drive with the cushioned support 
provided by this backrest pad. It’s covered with all-weather vinyl, 
so it adds to your bike’s great look. Requires Rider Backrest 
Mount (2884178), sold separately.

2879542-VBA  Black Vinyl $389.99 
2884178 Backrest Mount $154.99 

PASSENGER BACKREST PAD
This Passenger Backrest Pad provides a passenger with comfort and support 
mile after mile, and its new, more modern design enhances the bike’s style. It 
is narrower to provide a passenger with a comfortable, more-reclined seating 
position, and it features firm yet cushioned interior padding. Its material 
coordinates with the seats for integrated style. It comes with mounting 
hardware and installs on the Quick Release Universal Passenger Sissy Bar 
(2884186-156 , -266), required; sold separately.

2883728-VBA Black Vinyl $259.99

Requires Passenger Backrest Pad (2883728-VBA), sold separately. Backrest 
Plugs (2881788), sold separately fit into the open tubes of the Quick Release 
Universal Passenger Sissy Bar, for a clean finished custom look.

QUICK RELEASE UNIVERSAL PASSENGER SISSY BAR

STORAGE & LUGGAGE
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

SEATS & BACKRESTS
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES
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SELECT HANDLEBAR GRIPS
These Select billet grips add custom style to a high-profile location on 
the bike. Aluminum metal combined with molded rubber inserts create a 
unique style for these motorcycle grips that provide a rider with a sure 
grip. The billet grips are part of the Select Collection of accessories that 
can be combined to give a bike custom style. The collection includes 
grips, floorboards, pegs, and more (each sold separately).
2882828-156 Chrome $164.99 
2882828-468 Black $164.99 

Add comfort for your hands on a chilly ride with heated grips. 
These grips have 10 heat settings so you can customize the level of 
warmth to your personal comfort level.

HEATED HANDLEBAR GRIPS 

2883268 Black $309.99 

FRONT HIGHWAY BARS
These Front Highway Bars add style, comfort, and protection to your bike. 
Front Highway Bars can be equipped with accessories such as Infinite 
Highway Pegs (2879572-156, -266), sold separately, for enhanced riding 
comfort and also offer protection in the event of a stationary tip-over as 
they make initial contact with the ground and help protect bodywork and 
other surfaces. Chrome comes standard on Indian Challenger Limited.
2884177-156 Chrome $409.99
2884177-266 Gloss Black $409.99

11 IN. CURVED WINDSHIELD
This 11 In. Curved Windshield adds custom style and outstanding 
front-end wind and weather protection. This windshield extends 
laterally to better direct airflow around the riders. The curved top 
edge deflects air over the riders. It has a slight tint, and sculpted 
styling that enhances the bike’s look.

2883706-02 Tinted $229.99 

11 IN. LOW WINDSHIELD
This tinted 11 In. Low Windshield gives the bike’s front end 
a clean, custom look, and a rider is likely to always look 
over the top of the windshield for a full view of the road and 
surrounding area.
2883707-02 Tinted $179.99 

16 IN. MID WINDSHIELD
This 16 In. Mid Windshield is taller than the standard 
windshield, and it provides wind and weather protection 
that will help riders stay fresher and ride longer. This tinted, 
mid-height windshield will make riding more comfortable in 
windy, rainy, and chilly riding conditions.
2883708-02 Tinted $229.99 

19 IN. TALL WINDSHIELD
This 19 In. Tall Windshield is the tallest windshield available. 
This clear, tall windshield is ideal for touring riders as it 
offers the ultimate protection and can help keep riders 
fresher to ride longer.
2883709-01 Clear $229.99 

REAR HIGHWAY BARS
These tubular bars add both style and protection, and look 
great with or without saddlebags - giving your motorcycle a 
classic and timeless look that never goes out of style. Bars 
mount directly to the frame.
2879582-156 Chrome $309.99
2879582-266 Gloss Black $309.99

REDUCED REACH HANDLEBAR
This Reduced Reach Handlebar repositions the handgrips 
and upper controls 2 In. closer to you for an easy reach and 
confidence-inspiring control. Dealer installation recommended.
2884390-410 Polished Stainless $204.99 

MID RISE HANDLEBAR*
This Mid Rise Handlebar infuses your bike with attitude and 
aggressive custom style. It also provides you with a comfortable reach 
to the handgrips and controls, letting you stretch your arms and enjoy 
long-riding comfort. Dealer installation recommended.
2884389-410 Polished Stainless $409.99 
2884575-266 Gloss Black $409.99 

* Handlebar heights are regulated by state and local laws. Accessory handlebars may not be legal in all areas or for 
all riders. Check state and local regulations. Follow all installation instructions to ensure that the handlebars are 
securely in place and are appropriate for rider size, control, and visibility.

HANDLEBARS & CONTROLS
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

PROTECTION
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES
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TOE RESTS
For added comfort and style, add the Toe Rest pegs to a 
Front Highway Bar (2884177-156, -266), required; may be 
sold separately. These bullet shaped pegs can be installed 
in several places on the bar allowing a rider to customize for 
their own riding position.
2881848-156 Chrome $174.99 

INFINITE HIGHWAY PEGS
Stretch out and enjoy the open road from the seat of your 
Indian Motorcycle with a set of Infinite Highway Pegs, providing 
comfortable perches for your feet. These highway pegs let you 
customize the ergonomics of your Indian Motorcycle because 
they can be attached wherever you wish on the Front Highway 
Bars (2884177-156, -266), may be sold separately. Front 
Highway Bars are standard on Indian Challenger Limited.

2879572-156 Chrome $309.99 
2879572-266 Gloss Black $309.99 

PINNACLE HEEL SHIFTER
This heel shifter gives you the convenience and comfort of heel 
up-shifts and toe down-shifts. 
2880103-156 Chrome $154.99 
2880103-463 Matte Black $154.99 

SELECT TOE PEG
Installs in place of the standard toe shifter peg and adds a great 
looking accessory to your Indian Motorcycle. This Select Toe Peg is 
part of the Select Collection of accessories that can be combined 
to give your bike custom style. The collection includes floorboards, 
grips, pegs, and more (each sold separately).
2880728-156 Chrome $59.99 
2880728-468 Matte Black $59.99 

SELECT HEEL SHIFTER PEG
The Select Heel Shifter adds extra style to your accessory heel shifter 
(2880103-156, -463), required; sold separately, and it accommodates 
riders who prefer heel shifting. This heel shifter peg is part of the 
Select Collection of accessories that can be combined to give your bike 
custom style. The collection includes floorboards, grips, pegs, and more 
(each sold separately).
2880729-156 Chrome $49.99 
2880729-468 Matte Black $49.99 

SELECT RIDER FLOORBOARDS
Premium materials combined with distinctive Indian Motorcycle style 
elevate these motorcycle floorboards from merely functional components 
to comfortable, stylish elements of a beautifully customized bike. Solid 
billet material provides strength and stability, and the premium finish adds 
style and complements the bike’s other features. These floorboards are 
part of the Select Collection of accessories that can be combined to give 
a bike custom style. The collection includes floorboards, grips, pegs, and 
more (each sold separately).
2883021-156 Chrome $519.99 
2883021-468 Black $519.99 

HEADDRESS RIDER FLOORBOARD PADS
These Headdress Rider Floorboard Pads are direct replacement 
for the stock floorboards, and feature a stylish top surface with 
a polished stainless steel inlay that adds a bright, custom touch 
to the center section of the motorcycle. These floorboards 
feature Indian Motorcycle Headdress icon branding and provide 
a rider’s feet with sure footing. 
2879606-01 Polished Inlays $204.99 

HEADDRESS PASSENGER FLOORBOARD PADS
Matches the Headdress Rider Floorboard Pads (2879606-01), sold 
separately. Add cushion to the floorboards and help isolate road 
vibration for a more comfortable ride. Installs easily over the Standard 
Passenger Floorboards (2880293), required; may be sold separately.

2884155 $179.99

SELECT PASSENGER FLOORBOARDS
Premium materials combined with distinctive Indian Motorcycle 
style elevate these motorcycle floorboards from merely functional 
components to comfortable, stylish elements of a beautifully 
customized bike. Solid billet material provides strength and 
stability, and the premium finish adds style and complements the 
bike’s other features. These floorboards are part of the Select 
Collection of accessories that can be combined to give a bike 
custom style. The collection includes floorboards, grips, pegs, 
and more (each sold separately).
2882866-156 Chrome $409.99 
2882866-468 Black $409.99 
2880288 Mount $104.99 

STANDARD PASSENGER FLOORBOARDS
Direct replacement for the stock foot pegs. Mounts securely on the 
Adjustable Passenger Floorboard Mounts (2880288), sold separately.
Features a strong metal base and a grooved rubber top that provides  
passenger’s feet with a comfortable foothold.
2880293 Chrome $184.99 
2880288 Mount $104.99 

HANDLEBARS & CONTROLS
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES
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HEADDRESS LICENSE PLATE FRAME
Check local laws as the frame may cover license plate information. 

Check local laws as the frame may cover license plate information. 

 INDIAN SCRIPT LICENSE PLATE FRAME

2882863-156 Chrome $89.99 

2882864-156 Chrome $89.99 

PINNACLE MIRRORS
These mirrors feature a dynamic, laterally tapered design and 
have Indian Motorcycle script branding on the backsides. They 
are supported by forged arms for added strength and style. 
These mirrors directly replace the standard mirrors and provide 
outstanding visibility. Includes left and right-hand mirrors. 

2880132-156 Chrome $154.99 

PINNACLE CUP HOLDER
This cup holder provides a rider with a secure and convenient place for 
a cup, bottle or can. The cup holder mounts securely on a handlebar 
adjacent to the hand controls, which keeps the drink within easy reach. 
2880137 Chrome $79.99 

Pull up and pull in with this handy programmable 
Fairing Mount Garage Door Opener. This is a 
Homelink® device that connects to the wiring harness 
with a plug that is located behind the knockout. Can 
be programmed for most garage doors.

GARAGE DOOR OPENER

2882132 $154.99 

RIDE COMMAND NAVIGATION & 
CELLULAR MODEM UPGRADE
Kit includes turn-by-turn navigation software and a cellular 
modem that will allow your bike to access live traffic updates 
and live weather radar. 
2884468 $519.99

This Puddle Light adds the extra style of custom lighting 
to show off your bike in a unique fashion and projects 
light on the ground adjacent to your bike so you can 
determine if you’re in a reliable parking place. It helps 
you see if the ground is too sandy, rocky, or wet with 
puddles for parking.

PUDDLE LIGHT

2884308 $99.99  

LIGHTING & ELECTRICAL
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

CRAFTED STYLE PIECES
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES
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Keep your bike looking great between rides and 
during off-season storage with this Dust Cover. 
This cover features soft tricot polyester fabric 
that’s kind to your paint and bonded stitching for a 
great fit and long-term durability. 

INDIAN CHALLENGER DUST COVER

2883889 $154.99 

Protect your Indian Challenger with this durable, 
water-resistant travel cover that is custom-fit for your 
motorcycle. This cover fits easily over your Indian 
Motorcycle and provides coverage from the top of the 
windshield to the end of the seat. This cover protects 
your bike from the elements, ensuring that it’s clean 
and dry when it’s time to ride. 

INDIAN CHALLENGER TRAVEL COVER*

2884459 $79.99 

Protect your Indian Challenger with this durable, 
water-resistant cover that is custom-fit for your 
motorcycle. This cover fits easily over your Indian 
Motorcycle and provides complete coverage from the 
top of the windshield to the bottom of the wheels.

INDIAN CHALLENGER ALL-WEATHER COVER*

2884460 $159.99 

* This water-resistant polyester cover is engineered for outdoor storage. Indian Motorcycle makes 
no claims that this cover will protect your motorcycle in the event of a severe weather event.

POWERBAND AUDIO SADDLEBAG SPEAKER BEZELS
Add a clean, finished look to the PowerBand Audio 6 1/2 In. Amplified 
Speakers (part numbers vary), sold separately. Precision-engineered 
and manufactured. Installs easily and fits perfectly.
2883665-156 Chrome $409.99 
2883665-266 Black $409.99 

POWERBAND AUDIO SADDLEBAG SPEAKER LIDS
Injection-molded lids are precision-engineered and manufactured like 
standard lids. They host PowerBand Audio 6 1/2 In. Amplified Speakers 
and Speaker Bezels, each sold separately. These lids replace standard 
lids. Color-matched with the same premium finishes as standard lids. 
Installs easily and fits perfectly. See below for color options.
2883666-XXX $519.99 

POWERBAND AUDIO 6 1/2 IN. AMPLIFIED 
SADDLEBAG SPEAKER KIT
Upgrade your Audio to PowerBand Audio Plus when you add the 6 1/2 In. 
Amplified Fairing Speaker Kit to the 6 1/2 In. Amplified Saddlebag Speaker 
Kit (2884309), required; sold separately. These two kits together will 
deliver upgraded fairing and saddlebag audio. Benefits include audio that is 
50% louder than standard, 9 band equalizer, pre-tuned settings, integration 
with Ride Command and no additional amp required.
2884342 $849.99   

POWERBAND AUDIO SADDLEBAG INSTALLATION KIT
Accommodates installation of PowerBand Audio 6 1/2 In. Amplified 
Speakers in Saddlebag Lids. Kit includes all necessary harnesses.
2883924 $104.99 

POWERBAND AUDIO 6 1/2 IN. AMPLIFIED 
FAIRING SPEAKER KIT
This PowerBand Audio 6 1/2 In. Amplified Speaker Kit replaces the standard 
speakers in your fairing and it provides an immediate and significant increase 
in audio system loudness. Your bike’s Indian Motorcycle Ride Command 
distributed audio system automatically recognizes when you have installed 
these speakers and it: increases audio power supply voltage output by 
over 30%, upgrades the Ride Command equalizer from 5-band to 9-band 
performance for greater sound control, and it adds a loudness control option. 
Loudness control lets you boost low and high frequencies for a richer sound. 
This integrated technology delivers industry-leading value, as it requires no 
additional amps, harnesses, or installation hardware for the fairing. You’ll 
enjoy significantly upgraded audio performance without the cost, installation 
time, or space required for other audio systems with stand-alone amplifiers. 
2884309 $849.99   

Thunder Black Smoke 
-463

Thunder Black Pearl 
-666

White Smoke 
-675

Ruby Metallic 
-759

Deepwater Metallic 
-727

Titanium Metallic 
-653

Sandstone Smoke 
-773

POWERBAND AUDIO
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

COVERS
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

2020 INDIAN CHALLENGER
POWERBAND  

AUDIO
UPGRADED FAIRING AUDIO

POWERBAND  
AUDIO PLUS

UPGRADED FAIRING & SADDLEBAG AUDIO

COMPONENTS
PowerBand Audio 6 ½ In. 
Amplified Speaker Kit  
2884309

COMPONENTS
PowerBand Audio 6 ½ In. 
Amplified Speaker Kit  
2884309 

PowerBand Audio Plus  
6 ½ In. Amplified Speaker Kit  
2884342

PowerBand Audio 
Saddlebag Installation Kit  
2883924

PowerBand Audio 
Saddlebag Speaker Lids  
2883666-XXX*

PowerBand Audio 
Saddlebag Speaker Bezels  
2883665-XXX*

WHAT YOU NEED TO ADD
POWERBAND AUDIO
FOLLOW THE GUIDE BELOW TO CHOOSE 
THE POWERBAND AUDIO SYSTEM THAT 
FITS YOUR RIDING STYLE.

  *XXX- Color options available on Pg. 25. 
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ENGINE TEE

2869796 S-3XL $34.99 

RIDER TEE, CHARCOAL

2869798 S-3XL $34.99 

RIDER TEE, BLACK

2869797 S-3XL $34.99 

LONG SLEEVE MOTIF TEE

2869800 S-3XL $34.99 

WOMEN’S MOTIF TEE

2869802 XS-3XL $29.99 

BLOCK LOGO HAT

2869804 One Size $24.99 

HEADDRESS SPORT TRUCKER HAT

2869805 One Size $24.99 

INDIAN CHALLENGER COLLECTION
LIMITED EDITION CLOTHING & GEAR

A black cotton tee with high definition 3/4 angle 
graphic of the Challenger motorcycle.

A high definition print of the unmistakable Challenger 
motorcycle on a charcoal cotton marl tee.

A 100% cotton marl tee with high definition 
back print, featuring the all new PowerPlus 
108 V-Twin engine.

MOTIF TEE

2869799 S-3XL $29.99 

A blue-grey cotton grindle t-shirt with Indian 
Motorcycle branding across the chest.

A navy long sleeve cotton tee with Indian Motorcycle 
branding across the chest.

A gray marl flat bill trucker hat with 3D block logo detailing.

A sport style trucker hat with contrasting white 
headdress logo branding.

WOMEN’S CONTRAST ZIP HOODIE

2869801 XS-3XL $79.99 

A soft feeling loop back 100% cotton hoodie with 
ribbed side panels and subtle branding details. 

This V-neck tee features simple branding across the 
chest and is made of 95% cotton and 5% elastane.

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE MOTIF TEE

2869803 XS-3XL $34.99 

This navy long sleeve tee features a simple 
contrasting logo print across the chest and is made 
of 95% cotton and 5% elastane.

AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY ONLINE OR AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
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ATLANTA JACKET
An on-trend denim jacket that features water-resistant 
fabric and zips. This jacket has protectors that are 
lightweight, slim, very flexible and highly protective, making 
them feel almost invisible when worn. It makes the jacket 
very comfortable, with a slimmer profile shoulder and 
elbow, but still provides the level of protection as other CE 
certified protectors.
2869726 XS-3XL $299.99 

SHADOW MESH JACKET
Full mesh construction offers maximum air flow for hot 
days. A removable lightweight windproof liner gives 
insulation for cold days. 
2868889 S-3XL $189.99 

BECKMAN JACKET
A timeless riding jacket in jet black leather. The self colored 
stripes and angular panel lines are modern and masculine. 
Hidden vents help with airflow on warm days and a 
removable quilted liner offers insulation on cooler rides.
2869635 S-5XL, XLT-3XLT $399.99 

FLINT JACKET
A water-resistant jacket featuring contrast colored 
panels and a removable quilted liner to keep you warm 
and dry. Ventilation panels allow cooling airflow on 
warmer days.
2869636 S-5XL $259.99 

RETRO OPEN FACE HELMET, MATTE BLACK
Matte UV lacquer finish 
100% fiberglass outer shell; EPS inner shell 
Fixed lining 
Weight: 1150g 
Safety: DOT certified; ECE certified
2868869 XS-4XL $139.99 

WOMEN’S BLAKE JACKET
A soft black leather jacket with stretch side panels and 
contrast color twin racing stripes across the sleeves. This 
jacket has modern Indian Motorcycle branding on the 
back panel and also features a removable quilted liner for 
cooler days. This jacket has protectors that are lightweight, 
slim, very flexible, and highly protective, making them feel 
almost invisible when worn. 
2869723 XS-3XL $449.99 

MEN’S CLASSIC LACE UP
This 8-inch classic lace up boot is developed to provide a 
stable fit and protection. It has a Vibram® sole to provide 
grip and abrasion resistance. The premium cow leather, 
antique silver eyelets, and all black stitching make these 
boots a favorite for riding and being seen around town.
2867688 7-13 $199.99 

MESH SNEAKERS
A casual day sneaker with Vibram® sole to provide 
grip and abrasion resistance. The premium cow 
leather, antique silver eyelets, and breathable mesh 
panel design make this sneaker a favorite.
2868685 7-13 $119.99 

SOLO GLOVE
A strong and lightweight glove with hard knuckle protector 
offers protection and modern style. CE certified.
2868679 S-4XL $59.99 

RIDING GEAR
CLOTHING & GEAR
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LONG SLEEVE HEADDRESS TEE

2868808 S-3XL $44.99 

THERMO UNDERVEST
Layering up is the key to a warm core. This lightweight 
vest can be worn under a jacket or on its own. 
2869742 S-3XL $119.99 

BOMBER JACKET
This is a lightweight casual jacket with large 
branding on the back. 
2867631 S-5XL $119.99 

WOMEN’S BOMBER JACKET
This is a lightweight casual jacket with large 
branding on the back. 
2860508 XS-3XL $119.99 

CASUALWEAR
CLOTHING & GEAR

CHARCOAL MARL TEE

2869664 S-3XL $44.99 

A soft, charcoal marl jersey featuring a large 
front graphic print in a subtle mustard color, 
adding a hint of color to a classic style.

This tee features 2-in-1 sleeves, with a contrasting 
long sleeve under the short sleeve for a layered look. 
The Indian Motorcycle Headdress is printed in full 
color across the front.

WASHED DENIM SHIRT

2869738 S-3XL $79.99 

This twin pocket denim shirt is made using an 
enzyme wash and a sandblasted finish to create 
a worn, vintage look.

PLAID SHIRT, GRAY

2868932 S-3XL $69.99 

This lightweight long sleeve black and gray shirt 
features an all over woven plaid, twin chest pockets, 
and a button fastening. The plaid shirt is finished with 
a small embroidered “Since 1901” at the back neck, 
chest embroidery, and front hem patch. 

WOMEN’S SNOW WASH TANK

2868938 XS-3XL $29.99 

This relaxed fit sleeveless gray tank is made 
using a snow wash to create a ‘mottling finish’ 
resulting in a vintage, retro look. The tank 
features an Indian Motorcycle glitter print across 
the chest and back neck. 

IMC FLEX FIT HAT

2868692 S/M & L/XL $19.99 

Flat skip style hat available in two sizes. Features 
rubber logo on front and a woven patch on the back. 
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Developed with a high viscosity index to resist 
shear, foaming, heat and internal shock wear.

Compatible with 2014 and newer 
Thunder Stroke and PowerPlus engines.

Compatible with 2014 and newer 
Thunder Stroke and PowerPlus engines.

Advanced extended life coolant designed for use in all 
liquid cooled  Indian motorcycles.

Total fuel system cleaner. Stabilizes fuel for up to 2 
years. Removes carbon deposits from injectors, valves, 
piston rings and combustion chamber.

Approved for use in all air cooled and liquid cooled Indian 
Motorcycle engines. Our wide viscosity range and advanced SN 
level additive system smooths shift effort, enhances clutch wear 
and feel for positive engagement under heavy loads, and delivers 
the best thermal heat and cam wear protection available.

50/50 PREMIX EXTENDED LIFE ANTI-FREEZE

2880966 1 Quart

DOT-4 BRAKE FLUID

2880016 12 fl oz.2881911 12 fl oz. 

INDIAN CARBON CLEANER
DOT-4 Brake Fluid maintains viscosity over a 
wide temperature range. Designed for use in all 
Indian motorcycles, including ABS systems.

CHROME OIL FILTER

2880867-156

FORK OIL

2884244 Quart

15W-60 FULL SYNTHETIC ENGINE OIL

2880187 Quart
2880188 Drum – 55 Gallons
2884083 330 Gallon Tote

OIL FILTER

2521421 

Indian Motorcycle invests millions in engine 
development, and part of that investment is 
making sure its lubricants—critical to engine 
performance—are the right formula for your 
specific engine. The amount of testing data and 
engineering resources used in developing Indian 
Motorcycle lubricants would overwhelm an 
aftermarket company. Therefore, the aftermarket 
must produce an oil to an industry–wide standard 
that accounts for a variety of operating parameters.

15,000
MILES

 ENGINE OIL & FILTER 
 CHANGE & REPLACE

DRIVE BELTS  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION 
INSPECT FOR WEAR OR DAMAGE 

REPLACE AS NEEDED

COOLANT  
INSPECT LEVEL

CLUTCH CABLE 
FREEPLAY  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION

10,000
MILES

5,000
MILES

BREAK-IN
MAINTENANCE

2,500
MILES

CHECK YOUR OWNER'S MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECOMMENDED SERVICE ITEMS AND VEHICLE-SPECIFIC TIMING

 ENGINE OIL  
 CHECK LEVEL

AIR FILTER  
INSPECT  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

DRIVE BELTS  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION  
INSPECT FOR WEAR OR DAMAGE 

REPLACE AS NEEDED

COOLANT: 
INSPECT LEVEL

CLUTCH CABLE 
FREEPLAY 
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION

 ENGINE OIL & FILTER 
 CHANGE & REPLACE

AIR FILTER  
INSPECT  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

DRIVE BELTS  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION  
INSPECT FOR WEAR OR DAMAGE  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

FRONT FORK OIL  
INSPECT  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

COOLANT  
INSPECT LEVEL

CLUTCH CABLE 
FREEPLAY  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION

BRAKE FLUID  
INSPECT & REPLACE  

EVERY 2 YEARS

 ENGINE OIL & FILTER 
 CHANGE & REPLACE

AIR FILTER  
REPLACE

DRIVE BELTS  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION  
INSPECT FOR WEAR OR DAMAGE  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

FRONT FORK OIL  
INSPECT  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

COOLANT  
INSPECT LEVEL

CLUTCH CABLE 
FREEPLAY  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION

BRAKE FLUID  
INSPECT & REPLACE  

EVERY 2 YEARS

 ENGINE OIL & FILTER 
 CHANGE & REPLACE

AIR FILTER  
INSPECT  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

SPARK PLUGS  
INSPECT  

REPLACE AS NEEDED

DRIVE BELTS  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION  
INSPECT FOR WEAR OR DAMAGE 

REPLACE AS NEEDED

FRONT FORK OIL  
REPLACE

COOLANT 
INSPECT LEVEL

CLUTCH CABLE 
FREEPLAY  
INSPECT &  

ADJUST TENSION

BRAKE FLUID  
INSPECT & REPLACE  

EVERY 2 YEARS 

AUTHENTIC PARTS & LUBRICANTS

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE

Contains: 5 Quarts 15W-60 Full Synthetic Motor Oil, 
1 Oil Filter, 1 Washer and 1 O-Ring.
Compatible with the PowerPlus engine.

INDIAN CHALLENGER OIL CHANGE KIT

2884171 5 Quarts
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Always wear a helmet, protective eyewear and clothing and insist your passenger does the same. Ride within the limits of the law and your own abilities. Read and understand your owner’s manual. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Indian Motorcycle strongly recommends riders take a Motorcycle Safety Foundation® Rider Course. 
For a course near you, call 1-800-446-9227. Protect riders’ rights by joining the American Motorcycle Association. For the name of your nearest Indian Motorcycle dealer, call 1-800-POLARIS or go to polarisindustries.com. Polaris Sales Inc. reserves the right without prior notice to discontinue at any time at its discretion any of the items herein or 
change specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject to availability and prior sales by our dealers. Catalog design by SAGA Marketing. Printed in the USA. Unless noted, trademarks are the property of Indian Motorcycle International, LLC. BatteryMINDer® is a registered trademark of VDC Electronics 
Inc. SAE® is a registered trademark of Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth Sig, Inc. Homelink® is a registered trademark of Gentex Corporation. Vibram® is a registered trademark of Vibram S.P.A. Corporation Italy. RoadLoK® is a registered trademark of New Hampton Technologies, LLC dba RoadLoK 
Security. Prices, fitment and availability are subject to change at any moment. Copyright © 2019 Indian Motorcycle International, LLC. All rights reserved. 

50 state emissions compliant. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Indian Motorcycle recognizes the importance of environmental laws that regulate exhaust and noise emissions and is committed to developing performance parts that allow motorcycle enthusiasts to modify their vehicles in a safe and responsible manner for racing 
applications. Emissions / Safety: Federal and many state laws prohibit the removal, modification, or rendering inoperative any part installed on motor vehicles by Indian Motorcycle affecting emissions or safety on motor vehicles manufactured for use on a public street or highway. Violation may result in fines. International markets, please consult your local laws 
for additional information. Noise: Certain Indian Motorcycle performance parts are subject to noise-related usage restrictions. The warning statement for these parts includes the statement, “Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.” These products are designed for use on closed course competition motorcycles only and do not conform to 
U.S. EPA noise emission standards. Use on motorcycles subject to EPA noise regulations constitutes tampering and is a violation of Federal law unless it can be shown that such use does not cause the motorcycle to exceed applicable Federal Standards.  

• Add years of capacity, power, and range 
to new and older batteries, regardless of 
type or brand

• Never over or under charged in  
any temperature 

• Leave your vehicle connected for  
months and return to fully charged and 
conditioned batteries

• Recover older, weak batteries that would 
normally need to be replaced

ENSURE YOUR BIKE IS READY WHEN YOU ARE!

BATTERYMINDER® 2012 AGM 2 AMP

• 12 Volt BatteryMINDer® with 2 AMP charging current and overcharge protection. 
• Can maintain up to 6 batteries at a time. 
• Compatible with 12 Volt sealed AGM lead-acid batteries. 
• Comes with non-fused battery clip cord set with Quick Connector. 
• Designed for high performance specialty AGM sealed batteries. 
• Comes with 5 year warranty.

2830438 $99.99

MULTI-BATTERY SPLITTER

A simple, safe, and affordable way to 
connect two batteries simultaneously for 
easy battery maintenance. Includes a set 
of ring terminals.

2830409 $24.99 

12 FT. EXTENSION CABLE

Made with heavy-duty 16 gauge black 
zip cord featuring automotive SAE® 
bullet connectors.

2830410 $12.99 

VPP-12:12/24 VOLT VEHICLE  
POWER PLUG

Allows easy connection to vehicle’s battery 
through lighter or 12/24V power port with 
replaceable 15 amp fuse.

2830518 $9.99

EZ CONNECT

Allows for quick and easy connecting and 
disconnecting of your BatteryMINDer®. 
Includes a set of ring terminals.

2830411 $34.99

RING TERMINAL KIT

Features 24-In. long 18-gauge wire. Plug has 
standard 5/16 In. negative and 3/8 In. positive 
terminals. Replaceable 15 amp in-line fuse for 
circuit protection. SAE® quick connector and cap.

2830437 $9.99 

• Charge and maintain extra  
backup batteries as well as  
those in your vehicle

• Automatic turn-on, sleeps while 
keeping your batteries at full-charge

• Easy push-button selector to change 
battery type or time

H ASS L E  F R E E  M A I N T E N A N C E 
F O R  YO U R  M OTO R C YC L E
Service at all participating Indian Motorcycle  
dealerships in the USA and Canada

Factory trained technicians &  
Genuine Indian Motorcycle parts

No deductible

Transferable to next owner to increase resale value

A simple solution to keep you riding

Prepaid cost to protect against inflation

VISIT INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/PREMIUMCARE OR  
SEE YOUR DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION.

-   

-  

-

-

-

-
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